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ABSTRACT
A predicate-based document query language is proposed to
allow users to define the search criteria precisely and
reliably, and their knowledge of the documents to be
retrieved. A guided search tool is built as an intelligent
user interface oriented to the natural language in order to
help users formulate queries. Supported by a generator of
intelligent questions, an inference engine, a query base. A
problem is faced when using the modern IR systems. It’s
represented in the vocabulary problem. This problem is
represented in the inconsistencies between the terms which
are used to describe the terms and the documents that are
used by the investigator for describing their need for

knowledge. The researcher has an automated thesaurus.
This device has been designed using the Vector Space
Model (VSM). The researcher used the similarity
calculation of Cosine in this method. He used the selected
242 abstract Arabic documents in this article. All these
abstracts include the information and computer science
process. This paper aimed at building and designing
automated Arabic thesauri through the use of the term
similarity which could be employed in any particular
domain or field for improving the process of expansion
and obtaining greater number of relevant documents for
the user query. In terms of recall and precision rates, it was
found that the similar thesaurus is more capable than the
conventional information retrieval system to enhance the
recall process and precision.

Key words: Similarity thesaurus, Query Expansion,
Retrieval of information, Vector Space Model
1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval (IR) refers to an analysis for the
way of deciding and retrieving the' portions' that is
sensitive to specific information needs from a corpus
of stored information [7]. It also deals with the
representation of texts, data processing, text
organizing and retrieving information objects that are
stored. Itis connected to several disciplines. It has
many things in common with many other aspects of
information processing, such as: the systems of
information management, systems of database
management, decision support system, questionanswering system, processing of natural language, and
systems for the recovery of documents [8].
A thesaurus1 is an important tool in IR process. It’s
used in the processes of indexing and searching. It’s
used as a standardized vocabulary. It’s used as a way
to extend or modify queries (extension of requests)

1

The plural is thesauri

[10].The domain experts or/ and document description
experts build in a manual manner most of the thesauri
that users use. Manual thesaurus
Construction serves as a process that is expensive and
time-consuming. Less subjective has been founded in
the results as the person who creates the thesaurus
makes choices that can affect the thesaurus structure.
Techniques of automatically constructing thesauri are
required. They lead to having more rational thesauri
that are easier to upgrade. They lead to improvement
in terms of cost and time.
2. QUERY EXPANSION
Recovery of information is connected to the storage,
representation, organization, and access to items of
information. This representation is important for users,
because it enables them to access specific information
easily [9] [15].
The area behind the user's queries is called short
queries which case a lack important words or phrases.
In order to solve this problem, the Query expansion
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was investigated by the data recovery researcher. That
was done to help the consumer formulate better
queries [20].
Most users find it hard to formulate questions which
are well-designed for efficient information retrieval.
The modification of the query of the user could lead
to enhancing the results of the recovery significantly
[14] [17].
Recovery of data refers to the retrieval of user
requests. Such requests are called (queries). They are
used for retrieving the relevant information from a
document collection [16] [19]. Question Extension is
a simple approach that is adopted for solving this
problem.
[18] Aimed to examine several approaches to improve
the initial query formulation through the expansion of
queries. They examined the term Reweighing. Such
approaches are divided into 3 categories: (a) approaches
based on user input data; (b) ways which are depended
on information that’s derived from the initially
collected set of documents. They are named the
regional set of documents; and (c) global information
approaches. They are derived from the collection of
documents. That’s the goal of this paper.

Some reflections were presented in this paper on the use of
thesaurus in information recovery with particular regard to
information recovery structures such as databases [2]. A
Thesaurus serves is an example of regulated vocabulary. It
serves as a significant aid in the study of subjects.
Controlled vocabulary is used for defining the subject in
Knowledge Organization Systems.
We viewed several solutions to this problem and offered
two examples of thesaurus use in the following databases:
the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors and the LISTA
thesaurus. These thesauri are defined in the database
together with their functions.
Aimed to build an Information Retrieval System
Automatic Thesaurus in Arabic language[3]. The latter
study was conducted based on two hundred forty two
papers obtained from the National Computer Conference
of Saudi Arabia. It was conducted through using 24
questions. Their study finds that using similar thesaurus
might improve using word roots by Arabic IRS.
To improve the effectiveness of the retrieval in conceptbased video retrieval, an integrated semantic-based
approach was adopted for conducting similarity
computation[11]. The planned solution is based on a
combination of knowledge-based and corpus-based
semantic term similarity measures in order to retrieve the
video shots of concepts not available for annotation within
the system. Regarding the TRECVID 2005 dataset, it is
utilized to testing related goals. The results that are
obtained through the suggested method are compared with
the ones obtained through individual knowledge-based and
corpus-based semantic word similarity tests used in the
same domain in previous studies. In terms of the average
accuracy, the superiority of the integrated similarity
approach is demonstrated and assessed.
This paper deals with the problem addressing automated
Arabic text comprehension. Regarding our goal, it is
represented in understanding a given text and answering a
list of related questions[12]. In order to do that, we
developed an approach that allows us to conduct an
analysis for the text in a domain that is open and create
logical representations from it. Regarding our goal, it is
based on accepting the process of textual participation. In
a system for question answering named (NArQAS), we
used this approach: New Arabic Question Answering
System.

3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Several techniques and algorithms have been developed
and proposed through the literature conducted about the
systems of information retrieval (IRS). They construct
thesauri, and request expansion. Several approaches are
suggested to build a thesaurus. Some of those approaches
are based on finding terms in the documents that are
similar for the query term. Other ones are based on
mapping the query and mapping the documents to a
thesaurus.
Different techniques are used to improve the Indonesian
information retrieval efficiency. For example, stopping;
tokenizing sub-words; defining right nouns and not
stemming proper nouns; and adjusting existing similarity
functions. Based on our experience and knowledge, the
quality of the recovery can be improved by following
some previous strategies, with the highest increase when
gram is achieved[1]. We also present an effective method
for identifying a document's language. This allows for the
selective application of different information retrieval
techniques depending on the language of the target
documents.
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4. Collection of index terms from the filtered terms list. [5]
Show that the inverted folder is a word-oriented method
for indexing a text set to speed up the search process.
Index terms can be individual words, group of words or
phrases, but most of them are single words [13]. That's
why we choose a single word (i.e. a single word).

4. PROCEDURES OF THE EXPERIMENTS
These steps were taken:
1. We use the vector space model to vector text
query
2. Normalization: Removing stop terms that AShalabi et al. [] gathered and achieved 98 percent
success in distinguishing a part from removing
certain signs appeared (stop words are words so
frequently in collection documents that are
useless for retrieval purposes.
3. Stemming: the following stemming algorithms
with a little modification T stands for the set
characters of the Arabic surface full word Li
Stand for the position of letter I in the term T.
Stem stands for the term after stemming in each
step Let D stands for the set definite articles ( )ﻷS
stands for the set of suffixes
S={""ة,Pت,أ,ن,ي,و,ك,VW,ﻛﺎ,X,هZ,ه,X,او,_W,ZW,
Vgc ن,ZW}
P stands for the set of prefixes
P={ب ل,ن,ي ث,ﻷ,Zo, Po,Vo Z,أZq,Zr} n stands for
the total number of character in the Arabic word

5. CONSTRUCTION OF SIMILAR THEESAURUS
1-In this stage, 2 important decisions are included in
the process of building the thesauri: What is the law
used to find "Term Similarity"/"Term Relationship"
between the various terms to create a thesauri? For
different thesaurus, which formula should be used?
Jaccard, Cosine or Dice Internal Product? And what's
better? Would they deliver the same results?
2. What is the extent of threshold similarity /what’s
the relationship that is used as a synonym between the
words in the thesauri?
Here we use Cosine equation. This equation is the
most commonly used equation in the construction of
the similarity thesaurus. Regarding the similarity
threshold, it is a parameter to be entered while the
system was operating.

Step1: Remove any diacritic in T
Step2: If the length of T is >3 characters then, Remove
The prefixes Waw " "وin position L1
Step3: Normalize},ا, of T to (plain alif)
Step4: Normalize ى, in Ln of T to ى
Replace the sequence of  ىin Ln-1,in Ln to ئ
Normalize P in Ln of T to s

6. RESULTS
The present study aimed to strengthen the IRS based on
242 abstract Arabic documents used by (Hmeidi&Kanaan,
1997) [2]. It is purposed to recognize the importance of
using stemmed words in these systems instead of full
words. All of these abstracts are included the information
system and computer science. The researcher has built and
designed an automated system for information retrieval.
That was done for handling Arabic text from scratch in
order to achieve the intended goal. We obtained after the
application of fifty nine queries from the Relevance
Judgments documents started and the results were
evaluated using the criteria for precision and recall. After
doing that, the average precision and recall are calculated.
The researcher used inverted file technique to create
automatic stemmed words. The researcher built 2
information retrieval systems. That was done based on
these indexing words. Through the 1st system, the
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Table 2: Number of Retrieved, Relevant, and Irrelevant word
when use stemmed

researcher used a traditional system for the retrieval of
information. That was done through using the term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) for index
term weights. The Similar Thesaurus was used through the
second system. After stemming in the conventional
information
retrieval
and
using
thesaurus.
The results of the recovery systems are checked by section
with the words: first, second and third section: In the first
section: Effect of using thesaurus with stemming than
traditional retrieval is shown in Table (1), and the figure
(1) has shown the values of the average recall precision
when user use Traditional and thesaurus stemming. Table
(2) shows the number of the retrieved documents. It shows
how many of them are Relevant and Irrelevant, using
thesaurus and with Traditional case. In table (3) shows the
percentage of the relevant retrieved documents from all the
relevant documents in the collection, using thesaurus, and
with traditional case. In the table (4) shows the percentage
of all the cases together. In the second, Table (5) shows the
effect of using similarity thesaurus over traditional
retrieving (without using thesauri) by using stemmed
words. Figure (2) shows a comparison between the values
by using Similarity thesures and Traditional retriveing
when using stemmed words. And finally in the third Table
(6) shows the effect of using thesauri is much better than
traditional information retrieval.

Table 3:Percentage of Relevent Document Retrived

Table 4: Comparison between Traditional and Stemmed

Second:

First:

Table 5: The Average Recall Precision

Table 1: Comparison between Traditional and thesaurus

stemming

Figure 2: Comparison between the values by using

Figure 1: The Recall average between Traditional and

Similarity thesures and Traditional retriveing when
using stemmed words

thesaurus stemming
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Third :
Table 6: Comparison between Traditional and thesaurus
stemming by Recall values

7. CONCLUSION
Thesaurus copes very well with these issues. Thus, it can
be concluded that this tool plays a vital tool in database
retrieval. The main problem that remains is the
comprehension of limited thesauri users. If we were able
to correct and reform these issues, thesauri might be more
useful to users during IR processes. In Arabic, it is much
better to use stemmed words with similar thesaurus than
using traditional stemmed words. Automatic indexing
may be used in Arabic language and its formulas. Using
thesauri enforces IRS. Most researchers agreed on this
issue. Stemming strengthens and assists IRS by using
Arabic words. This applies to others as well.
IRS. Most researchers agreed on this issue.
Stemming strengthens and assists IRS by using
Arabic words. This applies to others as well.
8. FUTURE WORK
The researcher used stemmed word mechanism in the
present paper. In the future, the researcher shall conduct
A study with planning to use all the mechanisms in
traditional retrieval and use thesaurus with stemmed word a
nd full word.
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